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Abstract—Much work has been done in developing Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) for supporting software engineers in their isolated programming tasks. Software Engineering however, is primarily a collaborative activity in which communication, coordination and cooperation with colleagues is essential. Supporting this collaboration is often overlooked in support environments while it is in fact highly beneficial for Software Engineering teams in general and distributed teams in particular. Progress has been made in extending existing IDEs with functionality for supporting the collaborative activities in Software Engineering, however such environments are focused primarily on the programming task with collaboration functionality added to that. In this paper we argue the case that collaboration should be at the core of Integrated Collaborative Development Environments by showing exhibits that Software Engineering is primarily a collaborative activity, discussing limitations in the support for this in existing solutions and discussing our own approach in dealing with these limitations.

Index Terms—Collaborative Software Engineering, IDE, CDE, Collaboration, Communication, Cooperation, Coordination

I. INTRODUCTION

In 2002 Booch and Brown [1] emphasized the importance of a Collaborative Development Environment (CDE) defined as: “a virtual space wherein all the stakeholders of a project - even if distributed by time or distance - may negotiate, brainstorm, discuss, share knowledge, and generally labor together to carry out some task, most often to create an executable deliverable and its supporting artifacts”. They argue that [1]: (i) effective teamwork is an essential part of every nontrivial Software Engineering effort and (ii) collaborative capabilities are essential to support these teams, particularly as team sizes get smaller while team interaction becomes more geographically dispersed. They conclude that CDEs are an ideal way to get people to work together effectively.

Since Booch and Brown’s paper, the importance of CDEs has only increased because software engineers work more and more dislocated from each other due to the globalization of business [2], [3], [4] and the rising popularity of working from home [5]. However, advances have also been made in the area of CDEs, for example by IBM with Rational Team Concert [6] which extends the IDE with awareness information and collaboration functionalities such as status indicators of team members and direct communication options. However, while providing support for distributed collaboration, such an approach is inherently focused on the programming perspective and merely adds collaborative features to existing individual functionalities. In other words the core of the solution revolves around the individual programming task while the team and the collaboration within the team is secondary. According to Sengupta et al. [7]: “Most of the work in the CDE domain till date has focused on collaborative coding”. We argue the next step should be focusing on Collaborative Software Engineering.

However, achieving collaboration support for software development by extending existing solutions is difficult. Sarma agrees and states [8]: “To create intrinsic collaboration support for software development, researchers need to reevaluate the traditional development practices to design development tools from the ground up to truly support collaboration”. Next to this, Gerald Weinberg [9] has noted that programming is ultimately a human activity and studies by DeMarco and Lister [10] suggest that on large projects typical developers spend about 70% of their time working with others. So, effective communication plays a key role in software development [11]. Therefore we argue useful insights into how to best support Software Engineers can be identified by creating a CDE which has support for inter-personal collaboration at its core as opposed to support for the individual programming task. Because such an approach is contradictory to how most solutions attempt to support collaborative Software Engineering at the moment, the goal of this paper is:

To argue that collaboration should become a first-class citizen in support environments for Software Engineers.

To do this we have structured the paper as follows. First, in section II we discuss how Software Engineering is an inherent collaborative and human activity and why this implies the most important thing to support is collaboration. Following this in section III we give an overview of a selection of existing solutions to support collaborative Software Engineering by looking at a number of reviews of the current state of practice. In this analysis we identify a number of limitations of the current solutions and in section IV we discuss our approach in resolving the limitations by the creation of a collaborative environment called Iris: an extensible communication platform bootstrapped and created by and for a group of fully distributed Software Engineers. Finally, we summarize our work and discuss further research possibilities in section V.
II. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: A COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITY

In this section we present and defend the thesis: “Collaboration is essential for Software Engineering teams and therefore also for support environments for them.”

We first discuss existing research on the collaborative and social aspects of Software Engineering. A number of sources have reported on this. Firstly, Weinberg [9] is generally considered a pioneer in recognizing that software development is something done by human beings and the implications of that. A significant portion of his work is focused on re-engineering the software development processes from a “people empowering point of view.” Secondly, DeMarco and Lister [10], Perry et al. [12] and Jones [13] are examples of studies on the amount of time spent on communication and collaboration with others. In the study of DeMarco and Lister [10] they report that on large projects typical developers spend about 70% of their time working with others. Perry et al. [12] report that in their study over half of developers’ time was spent in interactive activities. Jones [13] reports that team activities account for about 85% of the costs of large software systems. Thirdly, Strubing [14] has also performed a study in this area in which he performed two series of experiments. In the first series, he conducted 10 open-ended interviews and one group discussion; in the second series, he conducted 25 interviews with programmers and two other experts. He found that programmers perform four activities: (i) coding, (ii) organizing their working space and process, (iii) representing and communicating design decisions and ideas, and (iv) communicating and negotiating with various stakeholders. So three of the four core daily activities Strubing found are activities with a significant collaborative aspect.

He concludes [14]: “Being a sociologist, I have found that designing software is a highly cooperative process.” Finally, Booch and Brown [1] have also performed an experiment to obtain a snapshot of the daily life of a developer which confirms these findings. So, based on these studies, it seems clear that social activities represent a considerable portion of the average day of programmers.

Next we show further implications of this by discussing how it is reflected in two movements in Software Engineering which are currently quite popular: Global Software Engineering and Agile Software Development. In Global Software Engineering (GSE) the software development process is distributed between several geographically dispersed locations [15], [16], [17]. GSE is becoming more popular both due to the globalization of business [2], [3], [4] and the rising popularity of working from home [5]. The main challenges that arise due to working dislocated from each other, have to do with difficulties with communication, coordination and control of the development process [18]. Extensive literature exists which reports on the challenges. The most important of these are: lack of informal communication [2], [19], [3], [20], reduced hours of collaboration [21], [22], [23], [24], communication delay [20], [25], [4], [15] and loss of cohesion [2], [26], [4]. As a commonality between these challenges we see that they all have to do with difficulties in collaboration, which confirms our thesis that collaboration is essential in Software Engineering.

The second movement in Software Engineering we want to use to illustrate the collaborative nature of Software Engineering is the rising popularity of agile methods. In the last twenty years many sources have reported on the development of lightweight methodologies as a reaction to the inflexibility of existing heavyweight methods [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34]. Examples of these new methodologies are:

- Scrum [35], [36]
- eXtreme Programming [37], [38], [39], [40]
- Crystal methods [41], [42]
- Adaptive software development [43], [44], [28]
- Feature driven development [45], [46]
- Kanban [47]

After the development of these methodologies, in 2001, seventeen prominent process methodologists held a meeting to discuss future trends in software development. They noticed their methods had many commonalities and defined a name for methods of this kind: “agile methods”. They formed the “Agile Alliance” and wrote “The agile manifesto” [48] in which they defined four core values:

1) Individuals and Interactions over processes and tools
2) Working software over comprehensive documentation
3) Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
4) Responding to change over following a plan

We can see that these core values as well as a set of principles (see [48]) quite strongly have to do with collaboration and communication. Agile methodologies focus on people and their collaboration, both internally (with team-members) and externally (with the end users). One of the core reasons Agile Software Development has been so popular in practice [49], [50] is this focus on collaboration. So, the popularity and success of agile methods also help build our case that collaboration is an important aspect of Software Engineering.

These three exhibits underline that collaboration is essential in Software Engineering because (i) it represents a significant portion of the daily activities of software engineers, (ii) a lack of it leads to significant challenges (GSE) and (iii) strengthening it is the main benefit of Agile Software Development. Because of the value in good collaboration and harm caused by having insufficient collaboration it can be argued that adequate support for collaboration is indispensable.
### III. Support Environments for Software Engineers

In the previous section we discussed how Software Engineering is inherently a collaborative activity. It is precisely the collaboration between team members through communication, coordination and cooperation [51] which is the core of the activity and therefore essential. In this section we discuss existing support environments for software engineers, discuss how these solutions include support for collaborative activities and identify gaps (limitations) in the existing support for collaborative Software Engineering.

Today, many environments exist to support software engineers and most of these include at least some support for collaboration as well. However, they emerged with different initial goals in mind. Firstly Integrated Development Environments (IDE) exist of which Eclipse\(^1\) and Microsoft Visual Studio\(^2\) are probably the most well-known. IDEs evolved from code editors which were extended with functionalities from code editors which were extended with functionalities software developers frequently use such as code repositories and support for functional testing. Such environments however are primarily individual productivity tools [1]. They have also been combined with collaborative technologies such as code-repositories and Instant Messaging platforms. Examples of environments with these extensions are: Rational Team Concert\(^3\), Team Foundation Server (TFS) and Visual Studio Team System\(^4\). Similar to environments which evolved from code editors, environments also exist which evolved from being a host for projects. Examples are SourceForge\(^5\), Launchpad\(^6\), Google Code\(^7\) and Microsoft CodePlex\(^8\). These technologies have been extended with all sorts of functionality regarding collaborative development such as: code review support, build systems and bug tracking.

Thirdly, there exist systems created to centralize the building of the system. Examples of such systems are Apache Continuum\(^9\), CruiseControl\(^10\) and Tinderbox\(^11\). These systems, in turn, have also been extended with collaboration supporting technologies such as scheduling software.

Some of the support environments discussed above are considered by some to be Collaborative Development Environments (CDEs). Lanubile et al. [52] discuss and compare support of nine support environments they consider CDEs. In another work Lanubile [53] indicates SourceForge is the most popular CDE with over 170,000 hosted projects and 1,800,000 registered users. Looking at the functionality of the discussed CDEs however, it can be seen that the “integration” of collaborative functionalities is mostly limited to making the functionality available in a single platform. Providing a mailing list, message board or Instant Messaging is one thing, but integrating it in the process is another. An example of this is being able to start conversations based on and linked to your current work context. With regard to integrations like this there is still quite some work to be done in the field of CDEs.

**Limitation 1**

Existing support environments for software engineers focus on the individual programming task.

In the CSCW (Computer Supported Collaborative Work) community much research has been done about collaboration and what information is essential to do this effectively. One of the primary drivers in this research is the notion of awareness, defined as: “An understanding of the activities of others which provides a context for your own activity” [54]. Researchers in the Software Engineering community have leveraged the work done in the CSCW community to provide support for software engineers as well. A number of studies has been done to research the existing tool support for collaborative Software Engineering (e.g. [55], [56], [52], [57], [7], [8]). Most of these studies have focused on Global Software Engineering which is appropriate because collaboration issues using tools are much more apparent in an environment where the tool is the primary (and sometimes only) way to carry out the collaboration. One of the most striking outcomes of these studies is that there exist many separate tools to support collaborative Software Engineering but very little has been done to integrate them. Portillo-Rodriguez et al. [55] for example concludes: “although there are sufficient tools to support most areas or processes in the software life cycle, there is a lack of connection between the tools. Almost only when using tools from the same company (i.e. IBM or Microsoft tools), and only in some areas, is it possible to integrate the different tools.”. Steinmacher et al. [56] agrees: “In general, most part of the primary studies (79%) focuses on introducing a new tool with some awareness support to GSE.”. In fact, most of the integration in collaborative tools for Software Engineering has been done in IDEs, code hosts and build servers discussed in the previous paragraphs. Next to this, a significant portion of these isolated single-purpose tools are academic research tools and therefore less likely to be usable in an industrial setting.

**Limitation 2**

Collaborative functionalities are often only available in isolated (special purpose) environments.

The second thing that stands out when looking at these studies is that most of the surveyed tools are related to code specific tasks [7]. Steinmacher et al. [56] states: “The main focus is given to studies gathering information from source code version management repositories, used to provide awareness supporting both coordination and cooperation”. As we just discussed in the previous section, Software Engineering is primarily a collaborative activity so focusing more on support for this is an important next step in the research in this area.

---

\(^1\)http://www.eclipse.org
\(^2\)http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio
\(^3\)http://merlintoolchain.sourceforge.net
\(^4\)http://www.microsoft.com/visualstudio/en-us/products/teamsystem
\(^5\)http://sourceforge.net
\(^6\)https://launchpad.net
\(^7\)http://code.google.com
\(^8\)http://www.codeplex.com
\(^9\)http://continuum.apache.org
\(^10\)http://cruisecontrol.sourceforge.net
\(^11\)http://www.mozilla.org/projects/tinderbox
Finally, Steinmacher et al. [56] have also surveyed what portion of the tools support coordination, cooperation and communication. They conclude that the vast majority of the work has revolved around supporting coordination and that in particular support for communication in CDEs is a: “fruitful research topic” [56].

Limitation 3
Tools which support collaboration mainly focus on code related collaboration

It is important to try to resolve the limitations discussed in this section because Software Engineering is a highly collaborative activity as has been discussed in the previous section. Additionally, providing improved support for collaborative Software Engineering is even more important for supporting Global Software Engineering and Agile Software Development, because of an increased dependence on supporting technologies for collaboration in the first case and because of the increased focus on collaboration in the latter.

IV. OUR APPROACH

In this section we discuss our own approach in trying to resolve the issues identified in the previous section through the creation of Iris\textsuperscript{12}. We do this to show our first steps in actually implementing a CDE with support for inter-personal collaboration at its core. First, we discuss the main objectives we want to achieve and the reasoning behind these objectives. Following this we discuss how we aim to reach the objectives by describing the setting in which the solution will be evaluated and the process we employ in developing and evaluating the solution in that setting. Finally, we also discuss initial results.

A. Objectives

The core idea behind of our approach is that Software Engineering is primarily a collaborative activity and therefore support for communication, coordination and cooperation should be the core of a support environment for Software Engineering. The first limitation of existing support we discussed in the previous section is that existing support primarily focuses on the individual programming task. In our approach we will focus primarily on creating a collaboration platform and only secondarily support the individual programming task to try and target this limitation. So, the environment we are creating focuses on providing support for communication, coordination and cooperation first. Subsequently, additional functionality can be added to support the individual programming task which can build on top of the collaborative functionality which is the core of the system.

Secondly, we found that many of the solutions that support sharing awareness between the members of the development team are not integrated. This integration is in fact valuable. Sillito et al. [58] for example reports on an empirical study on how programmers resolve change tasks and how tools support them in answering questions they have in the process of carrying out these tasks. They report that most of the tools that they researched treat questions as if they are asked in isolation while they often are, in fact, part of a larger process. Examples are asking questions on different levels of abstraction and asking questions involving different information sources. Because awareness questions are often part of a larger process, involving a series of questions and activities that provide context, it is often difficult for distributed software engineers to obtain sufficient contextual awareness [59]. Therefore our second objective is to provide all awareness needs of software engineers in a single platform.

Thirdly, Sillito et al. [58] also state that even programs that do support asking different questions generally fail at combining the information in a useful way and merely report the information in isolation as largely undifferentiated and unconnected lists. Because of this we also find it important to enable the integration of the awareness information from different sources. Therefore our third objective is to provide support for truly integrating information from different sources and to be able to utilize this information to support the software engineer.

To summarize, our core objectives are the following:
1) Make collaboration the core of the support environment
2) Support all awareness needs of software engineers in a single platform
3) Enable integration of the awareness information from different information sources

Out of these objectives, Objective 1 is intended to deal with Limitation 1 from the previous section while Objectives 2 and 3 are intended to deal with Limitation 2. Limitations 3 and 4 have to do with restrictions to code related tasks and coordination respectively. We will deal with these limitations by not imposing such restrictions.

B. Setting

The development and evaluation of the solution we are creating is relatively unique because it is done at a company called IHomer, a Dutch Software Engineering company founded in August of 2008, which is distributed in the true sense of the word. In the company everyone is responsible for all business decisions like the strategy, vision and core values, in contrast with employees at ‘regular’ companies who are mainly responsible for the specific role they fulfill. At the moment the company employs 19 participants. In the company, physically distributed collaboration is common since home is the default location to work from (see Figure 1 for a map showing the different primary working locations of the IHomers). As we mentioned before, Software Engineering settings where the software engineers are physically dislocated from each other is a particularly appropriate setting for researching support for software engineers because collaboration issues using tools are much more apparent in an

\textsuperscript{12}Named after the Greek goddess Iris: messenger of the gods
environment where these tools are the primary (and sometimes only) way to carry out the collaboration. This makes the company a particularly suitable setting for performing our research. Additionally, the people are quite experienced with dealing with the difficulties of working distributed from each other and therefore have quite a good understanding of what is needed to improve this situation. Because of this we can closely collaborate with them to determine what functionality is most beneficial to support first and what are good ways to do this. Next to this, they also collaborate with us in realizing the actual technical implementations which improves the quality of the solutions and reduces the time it takes to realize these. Finally, because they encounter the issues we are attempting to solve in their daily work, the solutions will also benefit them directly.

C. Process

We have chosen to use Scrum [35], [36] to implement the Iris platform. This decision is based on the specific characteristics of the project, the setting we are conducting research in and our own experiences in the past. Firstly, the process should be able to cope with uncertainty and changing requirements since we are creating a genuinely novel product and projects creating genuinely novel products are often faced with uncertainty regarding both requirements and implementation technologies. Secondly, the process should involve the intended users of the system as strongly as possible because they are quite experienced with working in a distributed setting since this is something they encounter on a daily basis. Finally, the process should stimulate the usage of the solution by all users by providing value as soon as possible. This is important because in earlier research [60] we found that the value of awareness sharing technology (CSCW groupware) is higher when a larger portion of the team uses it and that this is often a problem when introducing such tools in industry.

The Scrum agile methodology fulfills all these requirements. Firstly, it is better able to cope with uncertainty and changing requirements in projects than plan-driven approaches [61]. The main ways in which this is accomplished is by acquiring rapid feedback from the actual users of the system by using short iterations, rapid deployment and working closely with the end users. Secondly, Scrum advocates working closely with the end users both to acquire feedback and to discover how value can be created as quickly as possible resulting in increased satisfaction and commitment.

Basically we are bootstrapping a solution for supporting collaborative Software Engineering with a group of people that have a particular need for this solution. We are using an emergent process in doing so because we do not know up front exactly what we need and we use the process to find out what that is. The starting point we have in this approach to reach the objectives we discussed earlier, is the following: Firstly, we create native support for communication, cooperation and coordination which can be utilized directly by the end users of the system but also by extensions. We propose to use an extensible plugin architecture, as can be found in the Jazz and Eclipse IDEs, to facilitate this because using such an approach will provide scalability and enable the utilization of the large amount of existing supporting tools for software engineers. Secondly, we create support for integrating these different extensions with each other.

D. Initial results

The project has been running for half a year and the current version is used by the majority of the IHomers in their daily work. We have experienced we are using a suitable approach by creating the solution iteratively in close collaboration with the people actually using the software. A consequence of working iteratively however is that functionality is added in slices, we (together with our stakeholders) choose to add what is most valuable to the users first. Therefore the core of the system is still under development. We are however constructing it bit by bit, each time utilizing the new functionality immediately to provide value to the users.

In the rest of this section we will describe the current version of the system (see figure 2 for a design impression and in figure 3 for a screenshot). Firstly, all colleagues of a user are available in a list with their personal photo. In this list it is possible to see: (i) whether or not that colleague is available, (ii) what his current activity is and (iii) what location he is planning to work tomorrow. The reason the stakeholders asked to support seeing tomorrow’s location is that with that knowledge they can decide whether or not to work physically co-located on the next day. They did not see the need to also support the current location but we noticed that users often embed this in their display name by appending “@ [Location]”. So, it is likely support for this will be added as well.

Secondly, we support communication between two or more users using three different media: (i) Instant Messaging, (ii) Audio and (iii) Audio/Video. Ongoing conversations are visible also to people not participating in the conversation in a list on the right hand side of the screen. This is done to give users insight in the conversations their colleagues are
Initially we implemented a system in which on all media all incoming conversation requests were automatically accepted. We chose to do this because in a traditional co-located office setting it is also normal for people to automatically see and hear the people they are attempting to start a conversation with, even if this attempt fails. However, after we deployed this system, two users reported they were uncomfortable using this system and would like the possibility to block incoming conversations. The main issue they reported was that one of their colleagues could look at them in their living room without needing permission. It is noteworthy however, that since we deployed the new system the majority of the users are using the “allow all conversations”-setting for each of the media during normal working hours.

Finally, the system supports the notion of groups. Within an organization different groups exist, for example a group of people working on a certain project. We use this notion to filter the information a user sees to prevent information-overload. In the current version of the system this is still quite limited as it only influences the users and ongoing conversations you see and gives access to a group-specific message board. When you indicate you are currently active on a specific group (you can only be active on one group at a time) you only see the other members that are currently active on that group as well and get access to a group specific message board. Groups are hierarchal, so by being active on the company group a user has access to the information of the entire company as well.

V. Summary and Future Work

In this paper we have argued that while most of the work in the CDE domain till date has focused on collaborative coding, the next step should be collaborative software engineering. This is the main take-away from this paper.

We have argued that collaboration should be at the core of support environments for software engineering by discussing how Software Engineering is a human activity. We have shown that two popular current movements in Software Engineering, Global Software Engineering and Agile Software Development, confirm the importance of collaboration in Software Engineering as well. Subsequently, we discussed existing support for software engineers, discussed on what areas the solutions focus and identified limitations of these solutions. Finally, we have described our own approach in targeting these limitations in the Iris project and discussed the core ideas behind our approach.

It is clear there is still a lot of work to be done for us to reach the goals we have with our approach. At the moment the most promising extensions to the system we have identified are the following. Firstly, we are planning on incorporating the concept of “virtual office walls” in the system. In a normal office, office walls are used to control the information which is available to a developer. A developer has different awareness needs based on his activity and is able to control this, for instance by moving to a different office. We feel this notion is valuable in a support system for collaborative Software Engineering as well. By allowing users to control their context having (for more about technological support for overhearing conversations see [62], [63], [64], [60]). Additionally users can also configure how they like to be contacted on each of these three mediums which is also shown in the user list. Firstly, it is possible to block a medium altogether which will deny all incoming conversation requests on that medium. Secondly, it is possible to allow all incoming conversation requests on a certain medium. This will result in the conversation automatically starting when another users starts a conversation on that medium. For instance when Bob has this setting enabled for audio/video conversations and Alice starts such a conversation with him Alice will automatically hear and see Bob without going through a calling mechanism which is common in existing tools for communication. Bob will also immediately hear and see Alice. Finally, it is also possible to allow conversations on a medium but only after explicit acceptance. If Bob has this setting enabled and Alice contacts him he will be able to hear and see Alice but she won’t be able to see and hear him until he accepts the conversation request. It is an interesting anecdote how this system came to be.
and, in turn, give them access to contextualized information and support, we can remove friction and make their work more efficient. The environment could for instance automatically open the right IDE when a developer chooses to start working on a specific code task or automatically open a document if the users starts working on a task involving documentation. Next to contextualizing the interface of the user based on his own activity, providing access to the context of others is valuable as well. For instance seeing who, at this very moment, is working on a task which is related to yours, will help in identifying additional opportunities for cooperation and help in communicating with your colleagues in an unobtrusive fashion.

The second direction for further work we have in mind, concerns optimizing the users’ discovery of changes in their work environment. If a developer is working in a traditional co-located setting, he is not continuously scanning the entire environment to stay up-to-date; doing so would be cognitively exhausting. He will however likely notice when someone enters the room: a change in the state of the environment. We would like to explore the value of using a “delta mechanism” in communicating environment related information to the user, to keep the user up-to-date in an unobtrusive fashion.

Overall, we foresee a future in which support environments for software engineers support collaboration as well as they support the individual programming task today, resulting in the “frictionless surface” envisioned by Booch and Brown [1] which enables software engineers to unobtrusively carry out their creative work.
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